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To nd out the allowed regions in the parameter space of the CMSSM, we tted both




data simultaneously[2]. The t includes the following constraints:
i) the unication of the gauge couplings, ii) radiative elctroweak symmetry breaking, iii)




, v) experimental limits
on the SUSY masses, vi) the lightest superparticle (LSP) has to be neutral to be a viable
candidate for dark matter. We assume common GUT scale mass parameters, i.e. m
0
for
the spin 0 sparticles and m
1=2
for the spin 1/2 gauginos. In addition the usual CMSSM
parameters at the GUT scale (Higgs mixing parameter 
0
, tan  and trilinear coupling
A
0
) are varied. Since a

and b ! X
s
 both have loop corrections with charginos their
SUSY contributions are correlated, as shown in Fig. 1 (top): the large positive SUSY
contributions to a

for light sparticles correspond to negative contributions for b! X
s
 .
The bottom of Fig. 1 shows the combined 
2





in 3D and 2D. For the preferred positive values of A
0
the Higgs bound of 114 GeV from
LEP[6] becomes an eective lower limit on m
1=2
of about 300 GeV, as shown on the right
hand bottom side of Fig. 1. If A
0





 [2]. These ts were made for tan  = 35. Lower values decrease the allowed
area, for larger values the LSP limit becomes more severe[2].
The 95% upper limit on m
1=2




depends on tan  . For tan  =35(50) one nds m
1=2
 610(720) GeV, which implies
that the lightest chargino is below 530(620) GeV and the lightest neutralino is below
270(310) GeV. It should be noted that this upper limit strongly depends on the vacuum
polarization contributions to the ne structure constant. Recent evaluations reduce a

from a 2.6  eect to less than 2 [7], which increases the upper limits given above by
about 25%.
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plane for positive 
and tan  = 35 to be compared with experimental data b! X
s















tan  = 35 and A
0
left free. The light shaded area is the region, where the combined 
2
is below 4. The regions outside this shaded region are excluded at 95% C.L.. The white
lines correspond to the "two-sigma" contours, i.e. 
2
= 4 for that particular contribution.
The little white line at the left hand corner results from the b! X
s
 limit.
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